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Highly Successful “School of Fab” to Continue with Monthly Episodes 
Mobile Solutions and Car Audio Fabrication will team up on tooling, techniques and top builds 

 
TEMPE, ARIZ., August 30, 2021 (MEDIAWIRE) – Mobile Solutions® announced it has expanded its 
agreement with Car Audio Fabrication to co-produce School of Fab, a video show centered on fabrication 
tools, tips and techniques for automotive aftermarket professionals. School of Fab will be presented live 
the first Thursday of each month on the School of Fab Facebook page. 
 
Car Audio Fabrication (CAF) is a popular YouTube channel intended for car audio professionals and 
enthusiasts. Videos feature innovative, hands-on fabrication techniques from Mark, its enthusiastic host. 
The channel boasts more than a half-million subscribers and is approaching 400 videos.   
 
Bryan Schmitt is founder and lead instructor of Mobile Solutions, which produces fabrication-centric 
tooling and products and has provided in-house professional instruction to more than 10,000 technicians 
and fabricators. Mobile Solutions has a worldwide footprint, with professional training and product 
distribution training in 18 countries. 
 
Mark and Bryan kicked off the first episode of School of Fab August 5th to an industrywide audience, 
showcasing live, unique router techniques and reviewing recent vehicle builds. The pair also made the 
first official announcement of MasterTech Expo, Mobile Solutions’ first tradeshow-sized training event 
and product exhibition, to be held March 6-9 at the Mesa Convention Center in Mesa, Ariz. School of Fab 
will be a significant component of MasterTech Expo, comprising four classes in a specialized certificate 
course.  
 
“With CAF attracting new car audio enthusiasts and Mobile Solutions training top-tier professionals, the 
partnership for this live show lets us reach every level of custom fabrication,” said Mark. “Our differing 
backgrounds and expertise lead to an interesting dynamic on the show that results in a clear and 
powerful presentation for the viewer." 
 
“Mark is a highly respected fabricator and excellent presenter who has provided invaluable benefit to 
our students and the industry overall,” added Bryan. “We are thrilled to continue this partnership with 
him and CAF for the School of Fab live series, and look forward to co-instructing classes at MasterTech 
Expo in front of eager and enthusiastic attendees.” 
 
The second episode of School of Fab airs September 2 at 8PM CST. For more information on School of Fab, 
please visit SchoolofFab.com. To attend MasterTech Expo, register at mastertechexpo.com. 
 
Image: School of Fab on Facebook— https://mwi.re/schooloffab 
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About Mobile Solutions 
Mobile Solutions USA is an innovation-driven company creating tools and delivering training that enable 
custom automotive electronics, audio and interior installations progress with a level of efficiency not often 
achieved in the aftermarket automotive business. With the patented Smart Templates™ brand of design 
tools and many other innovations, Mobile Solutions USA serves the aftermarket automotive technician, 
fabricator and retail store community through direct sales and distributors around the globe. For more 
information visit mobilesolutions-usa.com. 
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